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1. Title of the Project:
   Lens-less Computational Microscopy: Concepts, Devices and Bio-Medical Applications

2. Date of Start of the Project:
   1-October-2023

3. Aims and Objectives:
   **Year 1**: Algorithm design for lens-less imaging and simulation tests.
   **Year 2**: First system setup with associated algorithm, comparison with standard microscopes.
   **Year 3**: Demonstration of cell imaging with developed system, specify system parameters.
   **Years 4, 5**: Point-of-care device prototype and application development in collaboration with Bio-Medical science researchers. Investigate important newer possibilities for achieving super-resolution imaging in the lens-less microscopy platform.

4. Significant achievements (not more than 500 words to include List of patents, publications, prototype, deployment etc)

During the first year of the Fellowship, the following significant contributions have been made:

(1) Novel conceptual idea for stagnation-free phase retrieval algorithms has been established through simulations tests and initial experiments. This result is of critical importance to
realization of the lens-less imaging device. The work is at patent filing stage and will be published in due course.

(2) Application of quantitative phase imaging/holography to problems in plant sciences and biomedical flow-cytometry applications has been demonstrated through collaborative work.

(3) A novel concept of extended FOV camera (camera that can “see” beyond sensor boundary) has been demonstrated experimentally. Ongoing work will aim to make this system compact and realizable as a viable device targeted for specific microscopy and photography applications.

(4) A joint project work on lens-less imaging of blood cells has been initiated with a diagnostics company. The ideas developed through this Fellowship support can potentially be converted into a product through this collaboration.

Publications during 1 October 2022 – 30 September 2023

Book publication:

K. Khare, M. Butola and S. Rajora, Fourier Optics and Computational Imaging (2nd Edition) [January 2023]

Publisher: Springer

ISBN: 978-3-031-18352-2

Journal publications


Patents (granted during the past year):


5. Concluding remarks

The proposed work through Abdul Kalam National Innovation Fellowship has progressed as per the proposed timeline. New conceptual ideas have emerged that have been demonstrated with initial simulation results and/or experimental results. Partnership work on lens-less imaging of blood cells with a commercial entity has also been initiated. Overall, the Fellowship support has proved to be fruitful for taking the PI’s research and development work in the proposed topical areas forward in a significant manner.